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CHALLENGE OVERVIEW.
Standing at 5,895m, Mt Kilimanjaro is, of course, the highest mountain in Africa. This vast, snow-capped and fortunately dormant/extinct volcano is found in northwest Tanzania close to
the Kenyan border. The uppermost point of the world’s highest free-standing mountain is Uhuru peak.
A detailed outline of the event itinerary is available. We have two preferred routes that historically offer the best successes based upon the length and terrain involved. For the most likely
chance of a successful summit attempt, a longer ascent must be made to allow for better acclimatisation. The more slowly you gain altitude, the better your body will react. Kilimanjaro is
a major physical undertaking. If you have put in sufficient training, for which a plan will be provided, altitude is the biggest obstacle you will face.

FUNDRAISING FOR PREVENT BREAST CANCER
To do this challenge there is a non-refundable registration fee of £299 per person, payable to Maximum Adventure at the time of booking. You can then choose between the two different options below.

SELF-FUNDING
£299 registration fee at the time of booking £1996 balance due 10 weeks before departure. With the self-funding option, you personally cover the full cost of the challenge. This option
means that there is no minimum sponsorship target due, but we encourage you to raise as much money as you can for Prevent Breast Cancer.

MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP PLEDGE
£299 registration fee at the time of booking £3600/£4000 minimum fundraising target (depending on route choice) 50% to be raised 10 weeks before departure. With the minimum
sponsorship pledge option, you must submit 50% of your fundraising target to Prevent Breast Cancer 10 weeks before departure date.

PREVENT BREAST CANCER.
Prevent Breast Cancer is the only UK charity entirely dedicated to the prediction and prevention of breast cancer. Our research will one day bring about the world where breast cancer
is preventable and thousands are saved from ever experiencing this terrible disease. We aim to do this by seed-funding groundbreaking research projects that fall under four research
pillars, these being: Gene Research, Early Detection and Screening, Preventative Drugs and Diet and Lifestyle.
We are based at the University Hospital South Manchester (UHSM). Much of our work is conducted here and also in partnership with several other research facilities in the UK. Our
researchers are based at The Nightingale Centre – the first breast cancer centre in Europe entirely dedicated to research into prevention. The Nightingale Centre is a world-class facility
leading the way in breast cancer early diagnosis and prevention research.
Prevent Breast Cancer collaborates nationally and internationally with the very best experts in the field. Sadly, 1 in 9 women will get breast cancer in their lifetime and it is the most common cancer in the UK (it accounts for 15% of all cancer diagnoses), yet only 3.6% of all cancer research funding is spent on prevention. Despite all of this we receive no government or
statutory funding. This is why it is essential that we continue fundraising.

MACHAME

route

HIGHLIGHTS
Mt Kilimanjaro standing at 5,895m is the highest mountain in Africa. The Machame or ‘Whiskey’ route as it is sometimes known. This route has the advantage of spending some time in
the beautiful rainforest, then leading up to the moorlands of the Shira Plateau. The path then traverses below the southern ice fieldsof Kibo. It is scenically one of the best. This trek is a
truly wonderful and rewarding experience for any serious mountaineer!!

ITINERARY
We normally run this adventure over 8 nights, 9 days (7 trekking days), Friday (arrival day) to Saturday (departure day) , however if you would like to do this at any other time, then please
contact us. A typical itinerary looks like this:
A typical day on the trek starts with a wake-up call at about 6:30am depending upon what your activity will be for the day. Breakfast at 7:30 - 8:00am followed by trekking start at
8:30am. You can stop for tea during the morning and probably break for lunch at about midday. If you need to walk in the afternoon then you will generally be at your day’s destination by
about 3:00 - 4:00pm. Evening meal will be served at approximately 6:00pm before an early bed time. These times are flexible but the rhythm is dictated by daylight and you will need a
lot of sleep.

QUICK FACTS
- For groups of 2 or more
- 8 Nights accommodation - 2 in Moshi Hotel, 6 camping
- 7 Trekking days
- Guiding by professional guides
- We recommend you fly to and from Kilimanjaro Airport
- We’ll pick you up and drop you off at the airport
- Comfy base hotel before and after your climb
- Porter assistance for the entire route
- You need to be pretty fit and prepared for a tough summit day!
															COST: £2099 PER PERSON

LEMOSHO

route

HIGHLIGHTS
Mt Kilimanjaro standing at 5,895m is the highest mountain in Africa. The Lemosho route is an unspoiled route up to the Shira Plateau and is the furthest from Moshi on the far west of
the mountain. It is an extremely scenic route; you walk through a series of valleys and up to Mt Mkubwa Camp. You will be accompanied by an armed ranger as you may encounter
elephants, buffalo or other big game. You will often see Black-and-white Colobus and Blue monkeys in the forest.

ITINERARY
We normally run this adventure over 9 nights, 10 days (8 trekking days), Friday (arrival day to Sunday (departure day) , however if you would like to do this at any other time, then please
contact us. A typical itinerary looks like this:
A typical day on the trek starts with a wake-up call at about 6:30am depending upon what your activity will be for the day. Breakfast at 7:30 - 8:00am followed by trekking start at
8:30am. You can stop for tea during the morning and probably break for lunch at about midday. If you need to walk in the afternoon then you will generally be at your day’s destination
by about 3:00 - 4:00pm. Evening meal will be served at approximately 6:00pm before an early bed time. These times are flexible but the rhythm is dictated by daylight and you will
need a lot of sleep.

QUICK FACTS
- Available for individuals
- 9 Nights accommodation - 2 nights in Moshi hotel, 7 nights camping
- 8 Trekking days
- We recommend you fly to and from Kilimanjaro Airport
- We’ll pick you up and drop you off at the airport
- Comfy base hotel before and after your climb
- Porter assistance for the entire route
- You need to be pretty fit and prepared for a tough summit day!
- The feeling of standing on Africa’s highest point is incredible
															COST: £2295 PER PERSON

